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8s contain -ND- 

ABOUNDED ABDDENOU ABOUND, to have large number or amount [v] 

ABUNDANT AABDNNTU present in great quantity [adj] 

ADDENDUM ADDDEMNU something added or to be added [n -DA, -S] 

AMANDINE AADEIMNN prepared with almonds [adj] 

AMENDING ADEGIMNN AMEND, to improve (to make better) [v] 

ANACONDA AAACDNNO large snake [n -S] 

ANDESITE ADEEINST volcanic rock [n -S] 

ANDESYTE ADEENSTY andesite (volcanic rock) [n -S] 

ANDROGEN ADEGNNOR male sex hormone [n -S] 

ANDROIDS ADDINORS ANDROID, synthetic man [n] 

APPENDED ADDEENPP APPEND, to add as supplement [v] 

APPENDIX ADEINPPX collection of supplementary material at end of book [n -ICES, -ES] 

ASCENDED ACDDEENS ASCEND, to go or move upward [v] 

ASCENDER ACDEENRS one that ascends (to go or move upward) [n -S] 

ASYNDETA AADENSTY omissions of certain conjunctions [n ASYNDETA] 

ATTENDED ADDEENTT ATTEND, to be present at [v] 

ATTENDEE ADEEENTT attender (one that attends (to be present at)) [n -S] 

ATTENDER ADEENRTT one that attends (to be present at) [n -S] 

BANDAGER AABDEGNR one that bandages (to cover wound with strip of cloth) [n -S] 

BANDANNA AAABDNNN large, colored handkerchief [n -S] 

BANDEROL ABDELNOR streamer (long, narrow flag) [n -S] 

BANDIEST ABDEINST BANDY, curved apart at knees [adj] 

BANDITRY ABDINRTY robbery by bandits [n -RIES] 

BANDITTI ABDIINTT BANDIT, robber (one that robs (to take property from illegally)) [n] 

BANDMATE AABDEMNT fellow member of band [n -S] 

BANDPASS AABDNPSS range of frequencies transmitted through filter [n -ES] 

BANDSMAN AABDMNNS member of musical band [n -MEN] 

BANDYING ABDGINNY BANDY, to throw to and fro [v] 

BENDABLE ABBDEELN BEND, to curve (to deviate from straightness) [adj] 

BENDAYED ABDDEENY BENDAY, to reproduce using certain process [v] 

BENDIEST BDEEINST BENDY, flexible (capable of being bent) [adj] 

BENDWAYS ABDENSWY bendwise (diagonally (in diagonal manner)) [adv] 

BENDWISE BDEEINSW diagonally (in diagonal manner) [adv] 

BILANDER ABDEILNR small ship [n -S] 

BINDABLE ABBDEILN BIND, to tie or secure [adj] 

BINDWEED BDDEEINW twining plant [n -S] 

BLANDEST ABDELNST BLAND, soothing [adj] 

BLANDISH ABDHILNS to coax by flattery [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BLENDING BDEGILNN action of mixing together [n -S] / BLEND, to mix smoothly and inseparably together [v] 

BLINDAGE ABDEGILN protective screen [n -S] 

BLINDEST BDEILNST BLIND, sightless [adj] 

BLINDGUT BDGILNTU cecum (bodily cavity with one opening) [n -S] 

BLINDING BDGIILNN act of causing blindness [n -S] / BLIND, to make sightless [v] 

BLONDEST BDELNOST BLOND, light-colored [adj] 

BLONDINE BDEILNNO to bleach hair blond [v -D, -NING, -S] 
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BLONDISH BDHILNOS somewhat blond [adj] 

BONDABLE ABBDELNO BOND, to join together [adj] 

BONDLESS BDELNOSS having no bond [adj] 

BONDMAID ABDDIMNO female slave [n -S] 

BONDSMAN ABDMNNOS bondman (male slave) [n -MEN] 

BOONDOCK BCDKNOOO pertaining to backwoods area [adj] 

BOUNDARY ABDNORUY dividing line [n -RIES] 

BOUNDING BDGINNOU BOUND, BIND, to tie or secure [v] 

BRANDADE AABDDENR dish of cod mixed with olive oil and milk [n -S] 

BRANDIED ABDDEINR BRANDY, to mix with brandy (liquor) [v] 

BRANDIES ABDEINRS BRANDY, to mix with brandy (liquor) [v] 

BRANDING ABDGINNR promoting of product by associating it with brand name [n -S] / BRAND, to mark with hot iron [v] 

BRANDISH ABDHINRS to wave menacingly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BRINDLED BDDEILNR streaked [adj] 

BUNDLING BDGILNNU former courtship custom [n -S] / BUNDLE, to fasten group of objects together [v] 

BURGUNDY BDGNRUUY red wine [n -DIES] 

CALENDAL AACDELLN pertaining to calends (first day of Roman month) [adj] 

CALENDAR AACDELNR to schedule (to assign to certain date or time) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CALENDER ACDEELNR to smooth by pressing between rollers [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CANDIDAL AACDDILN CANDIDA, parasitic fungus [adj] 

CANDIDER ACDDEINR CANDID, frank and sincere [adj] 

CANDIDLY ACDDILNY in candid (frank and sincere) manner [adv] 

CANDLING ACDGILNN CANDLE, to examine eggs in front of light [v] 

CANDYING ACDGINNY CANDY, to coat with sugar [v] 

CANDYMAN AACDMNNY one who sells illegal drugs [n -MEN] 

CHANDLER ACDEHLNR dealer in provisions [n -S] 

CINDERED CDDEEINR CINDER, to reduce to cinders (ashes) [v] 

COENDURE CDEENORU to endure together [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COLANDER ACDELNOR kitchen utensil for draining off liquids [n -S] 

COMMANDO ACDMMNOO military unit [n -ES, -S] 

CONDENSE CDEENNOS to compress (to compact (to pack closely together)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CONDOLER CDELNOOR one that condoles (to mourn (to feel or express grief or sorrow)) [n -S] 

CONDONER CDENNOOR one that condones (to forgive or overlook) [n -S] 

CONDORES CDENOORS CONDOR, coin of Chile [n] 

CONDUCER CCDENORU one that conduces (to contribute to result) [n -S] 

CORUNDUM CDMNORUU hard mineral [n -S] 

CREDENDA ACDDEENR articles of faith [n CREDENDA] 

CYLINDER CDEILNRY to furnish with cylinder (chamber in engine) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DAMNDEST ADDEMNST DAMNED, damnable (detestable) [adj] / utmost (greatest degree or amount) [n -S] 

DANDERED ADDDEENR DANDER, to stroll (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

DANDIEST ADDEINST DANDY, fine (excellent) [adj] 

DANDLING ADDGILNN DANDLE, to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [v] 

DANDRIFF ADDFFINR dandruff (scurf that forms on scalp) [n -S] 

DANDRUFF ADDFFNRU scurf that forms on scalp [n -S] 

DANDYISH ADDHINSY suggestive of dandy [adj] 

DANDYISM ADDIMNSY style or conduct of dandy [n -S] 
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DARNDEST ADDENRST DARNED, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] / damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

DEDENDUM DDDEEMNU root of gear tooth [n -DA, -S] 

DEFENDED DDDEEEFN DEFEND, to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury) [v] 

DEFENDER DDEEEFNR one that defends (to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury)) [n -S] 

DEFRIEND DDEEFINR to remove (person's name) from list of friends [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFUNDED DDDEEFNU DEFUND, to withdraw funding from [v] 

DEGENDER DDEEEGNR to remove references to person's gender [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEMANDED ADDDEEMN DEMAND, to ask for with authority [v] 

DEMANDER ADDEEMNR one that demands (to ask for with authority) [n -S] 

DENDRITE DDEEINRT branched part of nerve cell [n -S] 

DENDROID DDDEINOR fossil marine invertebrate [n -S] 

DEPENDED DDDEEENP DEPEND, to rely (to place trust or confidence) [v] 

DESANDED ADDDEENS DESAND, to remove sand from [v] 

DINDLING DDGIILNN DINDLE, to tingle (to cause prickly, stinging sensation) [v] 

DISENDOW DDEINOSW to deprive of endowment [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DROWNDED DDDENORW DROWND, to drown (to suffocate in water) [v] 

DURNDEST DDENRSTU DURNED, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

EMENDATE ADEEEMNT to emend (to correct (to make free from error)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EMENDING DEEGIMNN EMEND, to correct (to make free from error) [v] 

ENDAMAGE AADEEGMN to damage (to injure (to do or cause injury to)) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENDAMEBA AABDEEMN parasitic ameba [n -E, -S] 

ENDANGER ADEEGNNR to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENDARCHY ACDEHNRY condition of being endarch [n -HIES] 

ENDASHES ADEEHNSS ENDASH, mark in writing used to connect elements of compound [n] 

ENDBRAIN ABDEINNR part of brain [n -S] 

ENDEARED ADDEEENR ENDEAR, to make dear or beloved [v] 

ENDEAVOR ADEENORV to make effort [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENDEMIAL ADEEILMN peculiar to country or people [adj] 

ENDEMISM DEEIMMNS state of being endemial (peculiar to country or people) [n -S] 

ENDERMIC CDEEIMNR acting by absorption through skin [adj] 

ENDEXINE DEEEINNX inner layer of exine [n -S] 

ENDITING DEGIINNT ENDITE, to indite (to write or compose) [v] 

ENDOCARP ACDENOPR inner layer of pericarp [n -S] 

ENDOCAST ACDENOST cast of cranial cavity [n -S] 

ENDODERM DDEEMNOR innermost germ layer of embryo [n -S] 

ENDOGAMY ADEGMNOY marriage within particular group [n -MIES] 

ENDOGENY DEEGNNOY growth from within [n -NIES] 

ENDORSEE DEEENORS one to whom document is transferred by endorsement [n -S] 

ENDORSER DEENORRS one that endorses (to sign back of negotiable document) [n -S] 

ENDORSOR DENOORRS endorser (one that endorses (to sign back of negotiable document)) [n -S] 

ENDOSARC ACDENORS portion of cell [n -S] 

ENDOSMOS DEMNOOSS form of osmosis [n -ES] 

ENDOSOME DEEMNOOS cellular particle [n -S] 

ENDOSTEA ADEENOST bone membranes [n ENDOSTEA] 

ENDOWING DEGINNOW ENDOW, to provide with something [v] 

ENDOZOIC CDEINOOZ involving passage through animal [adj] 
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ENDPAPER ADEENPPR sheet of paper used in bookbinding [n -S] 

ENDPLATE ADEELNPT type of nerve terminal [n -S] 

ENDPOINT DEINNOPT either of two points that mark end of line segment [n -S] 

ENDURING DEGINNRU ENDURE, to last (to continue in existence) [v] 

ENGENDER DEEEGNNR to bring into existence [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENKINDLE DEEIKLNN to set on fire [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EPENDYMA ADEEMNPY membrane lining certain body cavities [n -S] 

EXPANDED ADDEENPX EXPAND, to increase in size or volume [v] 

EXPANDER ADEENPRX one that expands (to increase in size or volume) [n -S] 

EXPANDOR ADENOPRX type of transducer [n -S] 

EXPENDED DDEEENPX EXPEND, to use up [v] 

EXPENDER DEEENPRX one that expends (to use up) [n -S] 

EXTENDED DDEEENTX EXTEND, to stretch out to full length [v] 

EXTENDER DEEENRTX substance added to another substance [n -S] 

FANDANGO AADFGNNO lively Spanish dance [n -ES, -S] 

FENDERED DDEEEFNR FENDER, metal guard over wheel of motor vehicle [adj] 

FIENDISH DEFHIINS extremely wicked or cruel [adj] 

FINDABLE ABDEFILN FIND, to come upon after search [adj] 

FLOUNDER DEFLNORU to struggle clumsily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FONDLING DFGILNNO one that is fondled [n -S] / FONDLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

FONDNESS DEFNNOSS affection (fond attachment, devotion, or love) [n -ES] 

FONDUING DFGINNOU FONDUE, to cook in pot of melted cheese [v] 

FORZANDO ADFNOORZ sforzato (playing of tone or chord with sudden force) [n -DI, -S] 

FOUNDING DFGINNOU FOUND, FIND, to come upon after search [v] 

FRICANDO ACDFINOR roasted loin of veal [n -ES] 

FRIENDED DDEEFINR FRIEND, to enter into warm association with [v] 

FRIENDLY DEFILNRY inclined to approve, help, or support [adj -LIER, -LIEST] / one who is friendly [n -LIES] 

FRONDEUR DEFNORRU rebel [n -S] 

FRONDOSE DEFNOORS FROND, type of leaf (usually green, flattened organ of vascular plants) [adj] 

FUNDABLE ABDEFLNU FUND, to provide money for [adj] 

GANDERED ADDEEGNR GANDER, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 

GAZUNDER ADEGNRUZ to lower buyer's offer to seller of property [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GENDARME ADEEGMNR policeman [n -S] 

GENDERED DDEEEGNR GENDER, to engender (to bring into existence) [v] 

GLANDERS ADEGLNRS disease of horses [n GLANDERS] 

GLANDULE ADEGLLNU small gland [n -S] 

GOLCONDA ACDGLNOO source of great wealth [n -S] 

GRANDAME AADEGMNR grandam (grandmother) [n -S] 

GRANDDAD AADDDGNR grandfather [n -S] 

GRANDDAM AADDGMNR female parent of animal with offspring [n -S] 

GRANDEST ADEGNRST GRAND, large and impressive [adj] 

GRANDEUR ADEGNRRU state of being grand (large and impressive) [n -S] 

GRANDKID ADDGIKNR child of one's son or daughter [n -S] 

GRANDSIR ADGINRRS grandfather [n -S] 

GRANDSON ADGNNORS son of one's son or daughter [n -S] 

GRINDERY DEGINRRY place where tools are ground [n -RIES] 
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GRINDING DGGIINNR GRIND, to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction [v] 

GROUNDED DDEGNORU GROUND, GRIND, to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction [v] 

GROUNDER DEGNORRU type of batted baseball [n -S] 

GYNANDRY ADGNNRYY condition of having both male and female sexual organs [n -RIES] 

HABENDUM ABDEHMNU part of deed that limits extent of ownership [n -S] 

HACIENDA AACDEHIN estate [n -S] 

HANDAXES AADEHNSX HANDAX, short-handled ax [n] 

HANDBALL AABDHLLN small rubber ball [n -S] 

HANDBELL ABDEHLLN small bell with handle [n -S] 

HANDBILL ABDHILLN circular (leaflet intended for wide distribution) [n -S] 

HANDBOOK ABDHKNOO manual (small reference book) [n -S] 

HANDCART AACDHNRT cart pushed by hand [n -S] 

HANDCLAP AACDHLNP striking together of palms of hands [n -S] 

HANDCUFF ACDFFHNU to fetter with restraining cuffs [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HANDFAST AADFHNST to grip securely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HANDGRIP ADGHINPR grip by hand or hands [n -S] 

HANDHELD ADDEHHLN something held in hand [n -S] 

HANDHOLD ADDHHLNO handgrip (grip by hand or hands) [n -S] 

HANDICAP AACDHINP to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

HANDIEST ADEHINST HANDY, convenient for handling [adj] 

HANDLESS ADEHLNSS having no hands [adj] 

HANDLIKE ADEHIKLN resembling hand [adj] 

HANDLINE ADEHILNN fishing line worked by hand [n -S] 

HANDLING ADGHILNN manner in which something is handled [n -S] / HANDLE, to touch with hands [v] 

HANDLIST ADHILNST reference list [n -S] 

HANDLOOM ADHLMNOO manually operated loom [n -S] 

HANDMADE AADDEHMN made by hand [adj] 

HANDMAID AADDHIMN female servant [n -S] 

HANDOVER ADEHNORV instance of giving up control [n -S] 

HANDPICK ACDHIKNP to choose carefully [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HANDRAIL AADHILNR railing used for support [n -S] 

HANDSEWN ADEHNNSW sewn by hand [adj] 

HANDSOME ADEHMNOS attractive [adj -R, -ST] 

HANDWORK ADHKNORW manual labor [n -S] 

HANDWRIT ADHINRTW written by hand [adj] 

HANDYMAN AADHMNNY man who does odd jobs [n -MEN] 

HINDERED DDEEHINR HINDER, to impede (to obstruct progress of) [v] 

HINDERER DEEHINRR one that hinders (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [n -S] 

HINDMILK DHIIKLMN breast milk exuded after first part of feeding [n -S] 

HINDMOST DHIMNOST farthest to rear [adj] 

HINDWING DGHIINNW posterior wing of insect [n -S] 

HONDLING DGHILNNO HONDLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HOUNDING DGHINNOU HOUND, to pursue relentlessly [v] 

ICEBOUND BCDEINOU surrounded by ice [adj] 

IMPENDED DDEEIMNP IMPEND, to be imminent [v] 

INBOUNDS BDINNOSU being within certain boundaries [adj] / INBOUND, to put basketball in play from out of bounds [v] 
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INDAGATE AADEGINT to investigate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INDAMINE ADEIIMNN chemical compound [n -S] 

INDEBTED BDDEEINT owing something to another [adj] 

INDECENT CDEEINNT not decent (conforming to recognized standards of propriety) [adj -ER, -EST] 

INDENTED DDEEINNT INDENT, to cut or tear irregularly [v] 

INDENTER DEEINNRT one that indents (to cut or tear irregularly) [n -S] 

INDENTOR DEINNORT indenter (one that indents (to cut or tear irregularly)) [n -S] 

INDEVOUT DEINOTUV not devout (pious (marked by religious reverence)) [adj] 

INDEXING DEGIINNX linking of wages and prices to cost-of-living levels [n -S] / INDEX, to provide with index [v] 

INDICANT ACDIINNT something that indicates (to point out) [n -S] 

INDICATE ACDEIINT to point out [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INDICIUM CDIIIMNU indicia (distinctive mark) [n -S] 

INDICTED CDDEIINT INDICT, to charge with crime [v] 

INDICTEE CDEEIINT one that is indicted [n -S] 

INDICTER CDEIINRT one that indicts (to charge with crime) [n -S] 

INDICTOR CDIINORT indicter (one that indicts (to charge with crime)) [n -S] 

INDIGENE DEEGIINN native (original inhabitant of area) [n -S] 

INDIGENT DEGIINNT needy person [n -S] 

INDIGNLY DGIILNNY INDIGN, disgraceful [adv] 

INDIGOES DEGIINOS INDIGO, blue dye [n] 

INDIGOID DDGIIINO blue dye [n -S] 

INDIRECT CDEIINRT not direct (straightforward) [adj] 

INDITING DGIIINNT INDITE, to write or compose [v] 

INDOCILE CDEIILNO not docile (easily trained) [adj] 

INDOLENT DEILNNOT lazy (disinclined toward work or exertion) [adj] 

INDORSEE DEEINORS endorsee (one to whom document is transferred by endorsement) [n -S] 

INDORSER DEINORRS endorser (one that endorses (to sign back of negotiable document)) [n -S] 

INDORSOR DINOORRS endorsor (endorser (one that endorses (endorse))) [n -S] 

INDOWING DGIINNOW INDOW, to endow (to provide with something) [v] 

INDUCING CDGIINNU INDUCE, to influence into doing something [v] 

INDUCTED CDDEINTU INDUCT, to bring into military service [v] 

INDUCTEE CDEEINTU one that is inducted [n -S] 

INDUCTOR CDINORTU one that inducts (to bring into military service) [n -S] 

INDULGER DEGILNRU one that indulges (to yield to desire of) [n -S] 

INDULINE DEIILNNU blue dye [n -S] 

INDURATE ADEINRTU to make hard [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INDUSIAL ADIILNSU INDUSIUM, enclosing membrane [adj] 

INDUSIUM DIIMNSUU enclosing membrane [n -IA] 

INDUSTRY DINRSTUY group of productive enterprises [n -RIES] 

INLANDER ADEILNNR one living in interior of region [n -S] 

INNUENDO DEINNNOU to make derogatory implication [v -ED, -ING, -S, -ES] 

INTENDED DDEEINNT one's spouse to-be [n -S] / INTEND, to have as specific aim or purpose [v] 

INTENDER DEEINNRT one that intends (to have as specific aim or purpose) [n -S] 

INUNDANT ADINNNTU inundating [adj] 

INUNDATE ADEINNTU to overwhelm with water [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ISLANDED ADDEILNS ISLAND, to make into island (land area entirely surrounded by water) [v] 
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ISLANDER ADEILNRS one that lives on island [n -S] 

JAUNDICE ACDEIJNU to prejudice unfavorably [v -D, -CING, -S] 

JOCUNDER CDEJNORU JOCUND, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

JOCUNDLY CDJLNOUY JOCUND, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv] 

KENDOIST DEIKNOST one skilled in kendo [n -S] 

KINDLESS DEIKLNSS lacking kindness (quality of being kind (having gentle, giving nature)) [adj] 

KINDLIER DEIIKLNR KINDLY, kind (having gentle, giving nature) [adj] 

KINDLING DGIIKLNN material that is easily ignited [n -S] / KINDLE, to cause to burn [v] 

KINDNESS DEIKNNSS quality of being kind (having gentle, giving nature) [n -ES] 

KLONDIKE DEIKKLNO card game [n -S] 

KOMONDOR DKMNOOOR large, shaggy-coated dog [n -OCK, -OK, -S] 

LANDFALL AADFLLLN sighting or approach to land [n -S] 

LANDFAST AADFLNST attached to shore -- used of ice [adj] 

LANDFILL ADFILLLN to build up area by burying refuse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LANDFORM ADFLMNOR natural feature of earth's surface [n -S] 

LANDGRAB AABDGLNR swift and often fraudulent seizure of land [n -S] 

LANDLADY AADDLLNY female landlord [n -DIES] 

LANDLESS ADELLNSS owning no land [adj] 

LANDLINE ADEILLNN line of communication on land [n -S] 

LANDLORD ADDLLNOR one who owns and rents out real estate [n -S] 

LANDMARK AADKLMNR to designate building or site as place of historical or aesthetic importance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LANDMASS AADLMNSS large area of land [n -ES] 

LANDSIDE ADDEILNS part of plow [n -S] 

LANDSKIP ADIKLNPS landscape [n -S] 

LANDSLID ADDILLNS LANDSLIDE, to win election by overwhelming majority [v] 

LANDSLIP ADILLNPS fall of mass of earth [n -S] 

LANDSMAN AADLMNNS fellow Jew coming from one's own section of Eastern Europe [n -SLEIT] / landman (one who lives and works on land) [n -SLEIT, -MEN] 

LANDWARD AADDLNRW toward land [adv] 

LANDWASH AADHLNSW shore area between high-water mark and sea [n -ES] 

LARGANDO AADGLNOR becoming gradually slower -- used as musical direction [adj] 

LAVENDER ADEELNRV to sprinkle with type of perfume [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LEGENDRY DEEGLNRY collection of legends [n -RIES] 

LENDABLE ABDEELLN LEND, to give temporary use of [adj] 

LENTANDO ADELNNOT becoming slower -- used as musical direction [adv] 

LINDYING DGIILNNY LINDY, to perform fast, lively dance [v] 

MANDALIC AACDILMN MANDALA, Hindu or Buddhist graphic symbol of universe [adj] 

MANDAMUS AADMMNSU to command by means of writ issued by superior court [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

MANDARIN AADIMNNR citrus fruit [n -S] 

MANDATOR AADMNORT one that mandates (to authorize or decree) [n -S] 

MANDIBLE ABDEILMN bone of lower jaw [n -S] 

MANDIOCA AACDIMNO manioc (tropical plant) [n -S] 

MANDOLIN ADILMNNO stringed musical instrument [n -S] 

MANDORLA AADLMNOR pointed oval figure [n -S] 

MANDRAKE AADEKMNR European herb [n -S] 

MANDRILL ADILLMNR large baboon [n -S] 

MAUNDIES ADEIMNSU MAUNDY, religious ceremony of washing feet of poor [n] 
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MENDABLE ABDEELMN MEND, to repair (to restore to good condition) [adj] 

MINDEDLY DDEILMNY in manner of one with specified kind of mind [adv] 

MINDFUCK CDFIKMNU offensive word [n -S] 

MINDLESS DEILMNSS lacking intelligence [adj] 

MISANDRY ADIMNRSY hatred of men [n -RIES] 

MONANDRY ADMNNORY condition of having one husband at time [n -RIES] 

MOONDUST DMNOOSTU dust on moon [n -S] 

MOUNDING DGIMNNOU MOUND, to pile (to lay one upon other) [v] 

MUNDUNGO DGMNNOUU foul-smelling tobacco [n -S] 

NONDAIRY ADINNORY having no milk products [adj] 

NONDANCE ACDENNNO unrhythmic dance [n -S] 

NORMANDE ADEMNNOR prepared with foods associated with Normandy [adj] 

OBTUNDED BDDENOTU OBTUND, to deaden (to diminish sensitivity or vigor of) [v] 

OFFENDED DDEEFFNO OFFEND, to commit offense [v] 

OFFENDER DEEFFNOR one that offends (to commit offense) [n -S] 

OLEANDER ADEELNOR flowering shrub [n -S] 

ONDOGRAM ADGMNOOR graph of electric wave forms [n -S] 

ORGANDIE ADEGINOR organdy (cotton fabric) [n -S] 

PAGANDOM AADGMNOP realm of pagans [n -S] 

PANDANUS AADNNPSU tropical plant [n -NI, -ES] 

PANDEMIC ACDEIMNP widespread disease [n -S] 

PANDERED ADDEENPR PANDER, to provide gratification for others' desires [v] 

PANDERER ADEENPRR one that panders (to provide gratification for others' desires) [n -S] 

PANDOWDY ADDNOPWY apple dessert [n -DIES] 

PANDYING ADGINNPY PANDY, to punish by striking hand [v] 

PARLANDO AADLNOPR sung in manner suggestive of speech [adj] 

PENDENCY CDEENNPY pending state [n -CIES] 

PENDULAR ADELNPRU PENDULUM, type of free swinging body [adj] 

PENDULUM DELMNPUU type of free swinging body [n -S]  

PINDLING DGIILNNP puny or sickly [adj] 

POINDING DGIINNOP POIND, to seize and sell property of to satisfy debt [v] 

POMANDER ADEMNOPR mixture of aromatic substances [n -S] 

PONDERED DDEENOPR PONDER, to consider something deeply and thoroughly [v] 

PONDERER DEENOPRR one that ponders (to consider something deeply and thoroughly) [n -S] 

PONDWEED DDEENOPW aquatic plant [n -S] 

POUNDAGE ADEGNOPU act of impounding (to seize and retain in legal custody) [n -S] 

POUNDING DGINNOPU POUND, to strike heavily and repeatedly [v] 

PRANDIAL AADILNPR pertaining to meal (food served and eaten in one sitting) [adj] 

PUDENDAL ADDELNPU PUDENDUM, external genital organs of woman [adj] 

PUDENDUM DDEMNPUU external genital organs of woman [n -DA] 

PUNDITIC CDIINPTU PUNDIT, Hindu scholar [adj] 

PUNDITRY DINPRTUY learning of pundits [n -RIES] 

QINDARKA AADIKNQR QINDAR, qintar (monetary unit of Albania) [n] 

QUANDANG AADGNNQU quandong (Australian tree) [n -S] 

QUANDARY AADNQRUY dilemma (perplexing situation) [n -RIES] 

QUANDONG ADGNNOQU Australian tree [n -S] 
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QUEENDOM DEEMNOQU area ruled by queen [n -S] 

RAINDROP ADINOPRR drop of rain [n -S] 

RANDIEST ADEINRST RANDY, lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

RANDOMLY ADLMNORY in haphazard manner [adv] 

REFUNDED DDEEFNRU REFUND, to give back [v] 

REFUNDER DEEFNRRU one that refunds (to give back) [n -S] 

REHANDLE ADEEHLNR to handle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

REINDEER DEEEINRR large deer [n -S] 

REINDICT CDEIINRT to indict again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINDUCE CDEEINRU to induce again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REINDUCT CDEINRTU to induct again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REKINDLE DEEIKLNR to kindle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RELANDED ADDEELNR RELAND, to land again [v] 

REMANDED ADDEEMNR REMAND, to send back [v] 

REMENDED DDEEEMNR REMEND, to mend again [v] 

REMINDED DDEEIMNR REMIND, to cause to remember [v] 

REMINDER DEEIMNRR one that reminds (to cause to remember) [n -S] 

RENDERED DDEEENRR RENDER, to cause to be or become [v] 

RENDERER DEEENRRR one that renders (to cause to be or become) [n -S] 

RENDIBLE BDEEILNR capable of being rent [adj] 

RENDZINA ADEINNRZ type of soil [n -S] 

REPANDLY ADELNPRY REPAND, having wavy margin [adv] 

REWINDED DDEEINRW REWIND, to wind again [v] 

REWINDER DEEINRRW one that rewinds (to wind again) [n -S] 

RINDLESS DEILNRSS lacking rind [adj] 

RONDELET DEELNORT rondeau of 5 or 7 lines [n -S] 

RONDELLE DEELLNOR rondel (rondeau of 14 lines) [n -S] 

ROTUNDER DENORRTU ROTUND, marked by roundness [adj] 

ROTUNDLY DLNORTUY ROTUND, marked by roundness [adv] 

ROUNDEST DENORSTU ROUND, shaped like sphere [adj] 

ROUNDING DGINNORU ROUND, to make round [v] 

ROUNDISH DHINORSU somewhat round [adj] 

ROUNDLET DELNORTU small circle [n -S] 

SANDABLE AABDELNS SAND, to smooth by rubbing with abrasive [adj] 

SANDALED AADDELNS SANDAL, to provide with sandals (light, open shoes) [v] 

SANDARAC AAACDNRS aromatic resin [n -S] 

SANDBANK AABDKNNS large mass of sand [n -S] 

SANDBURR ABDNRRSU sandbur (annual herb) [n -S] 

SANDFISH ADFHINSS marine fish [n -ES] 

SANDHILL ADHILLNS hill of sand [n -S] 

SANDIEST ADEINSST SANDY, containing or covered with sand [adj] 

SANDLESS ADELNSSS lacking sand [adj] 

SANDLIKE ADEIKLNS resembling sand [adj] 

SANDLING ADGILNNS marine fish [n -S] 

SANDPEEP ADEENPPS wading bird [n -S] 

SANDPILE ADEILNPS pile of sand [n -S] 
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SANDSHOE ADEHNOSS lightweight sneaker [n -S] 

SANDSOAP AADNOPSS type of soap [n -S] 

SANDSPIT ADINPSST small point of land created by sand dunes [n -S] 

SANDSPUR ADNPRSSU sandbur (annual herb) [n -S] 

SANDWICH ACDHINSW to place between two layers or objects [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SANDWORM ADMNORSW sand-dwelling worm [n -S] 

SANDWORT ADNORSTW flowering plant [n -S] 

SANDYISH ADHINSSY somewhat sandy [adj] 

SCANDENT ACDENNST climbing, as plant [adj] 

SCANDIUM ACDIMNSU metallic element [n -S] 

SCENDING CDEGINNS SCEND, to rise upward, as ship on wave [v] 

SECONDED CDDEENOS SECOND, to give support or encouragement to [v] 

SECONDEE CDEEENOS worker who is transferred to another job temporarily [n -S] 

SECONDER CDEENORS one that seconds (to give support or encouragement to) [n -S] 

SECONDLY CDELNOSY in next place after first [adv] 

SECUNDLY CDELNSUY SECUND, having parts or organs arranged on one side only [adv] 

SECUNDUM CDEMNSUU according to [adv] 

SENDABLE ABDEELNS SEND, to cause to go [adj] 

SHANDIES ADEHINSS SHANDY, alcoholic drink [n] 

SHENDING DEGHINNS SHEND, to disgrace (to bring shame or discredit upon) [v] 

SHINDIES DEHIINSS SHINDY, shindig (elaborate dance or party) [n] 

SOLANDER ADELNORS protective box for library materials [n -S] 

SOUNDBOX BDNOOSUX resonant cavity in musical instrument [n -ES] 

SOUNDEST DENOSSTU SOUND, being in good health or condition [adj] 

SOUNDING DGINNOSU sampling of opinions [n -S] / SOUND, to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors) [v] 

SOUNDMAN ADMNNOSU person who controls quality of sound being recorded [n -MEN] 

SPANDREL ADELNPRS space between two adjoining arches [n -S] 

SPANDRIL ADILNPRS spandrel (space between two adjoining arches) [n -S] 

SPENDIER DEEINPRS SPENDY, expensive [adj] 

SPENDING DEGINNPS SPEND, to pay out [v] 

SPINDLER DEILNPRS one that spindles (to impale on slender rod) [n -S] 

SPLENDID DDEILNPS magnificent [adj -ER, -EST] 

SPLENDOR DELNOPRS magnificence [n -S] 

SPONDAIC ACDINOPS spondee (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

SQUANDER ADENQRSU to spend wastefully [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STANDARD AADDNRST established measure of comparison [n -S] 

STANDING ADGINNST position or condition in society [n -S] / STAND, to assume or maintain upright position [v] 

STANDISH ADHINSST receptacle for pens and ink [n -ES] 

STANDOFF ADFFNOST tie or draw, as in game [n -S] 

STANDOUT ADNOSTTU one that shows marked superiority [n -S] 

STANDPAT AADNPSTT resisting or opposing change [adj] 

STOPBAND ABDNOPST band of frequencies limited by filter [n -S] 

STOUNDED DDENOSTU STOUND, to ache (to suffer dull, continuous pain) [v] 

STRANDED ADDENRST STRAND, to leave in unfavorable situation [v] 

STRANDER ADENRRST machine that twists fibers into rope [n -S] 

SUBINDEX BDEINSUX subfix (distinguishing symbol or letter written below another character) [n -ES, -ICES] 
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SUNDERED DDEENRSU SUNDER, to break apart [v] 

SUNDERER DEENRRSU one that sunders (to break apart) [n -S] 

SUNDRESS DENRSSSU dress with abbreviated bodice [n -ES] 

SUNDRIES DEINRSSU miscellaneous items [n SUNDRIES] 

SUNDRILY DILNRSUY SUNDRY, miscellaneous [adv] 

SUNDROPS DNOPRSSU flowering plant [n SUNDROPS] 

SURROUND DNORRSUU to extend completely around [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SWINDLER DEILNRSW one that swindles (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [n -S] 

SWOUNDED DDENOSUW SWOUND, to swoon (to faint (to lose consciousness)) [v] 

SYNDESIS DEINSSSY synapsis (point at which nervous impulse passes from one neuron to another) [n -SES, -ES] 

SYNDETIC CDEINSTY serving to connect [adj] 

SYNDICAL ACDILNSY SYNDIC, business agent [adj] 

SYNDROME DEMNORSY group of symptoms that characterize particular disorder [n -S] 

TAMANDUA AAADMNTU arboreal anteater [n -S] 

TENDANCE ACDEENNT watchful care [n -S] 

TENDENCE CDEEENNT tendance (watchful care) [n -S] 

TENDENCY CDEENNTY inclination to act or think in particular way [n -CIES] 

TENDERED DDEEENRT TENDER, to present for acceptance [v] 

TENDERER DEEENRRT TENDER, soft or delicate [adj] / one that tenders (to present for acceptance) [n -S] 

TENDERLY DEELNRTY in tender (soft or delicate) manner [adv] 

THINDOWN DHINNOTW lessening in number of atomic particles and cosmic rays passing through earth's atmosphere [n -S] 

THUNDERY DEHNRTUY accompanied with thunder [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

TRENDIER DEEINRRT TRENDY, very fashionable [adj] 

TRENDIES DEEINRST TRENDY, trendy person [n] 

TRENDIFY DEFINRTY to make something trendy [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

TRENDILY DEILNRTY TRENDY, very fashionable [adv] 

TRENDING DEGINNRT TREND, to take particular course [v] 

TRENDOID DDEINORT trendy person [n -S] 

TRUNDLER DELNRRTU one that trundles (to propel by causing to rotate) [n -S] 

TURNDOWN DNNORTUW rejection [n -S] 

UNBANDED ABDDENNU not banded (to decorate with flexible strips of material) [adj] 

UNBENDED BDDEENNU UNBEND, to make or allow to become straight [v] 

UNBONDED BDDENNOU not bonded (to join together) [adj] 

UNBUNDLE BDELNNUU to price separately [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNCANDID ACDDINNU not candid (frank and sincere) [adj] 

UNDAMPED ADDEMNPU not damped (to lessen in intensity) [adj] 

UNDARING ADGINNRU not daring (to have necessary courage) [adj] 

UNDECKED CDDEEKNU not decked (to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive)) [adj] 

UNDELETE DEEELNTU to cancel deletion of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

UNDENIED DDEEINNU not denied (to declare to be untrue) [adj] 

UNDENTED DDEENNTU not dented (to make depression in) [adj] 

UNDERACT ACDENRTU to act subtly and with restraint [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNDERAGE ADEEGNRU shortage (insufficient supply or amount) [n -S] 

UNDERARM ADEMNRRU armpit (hollow under arm at shoulder) [n -S] 

UNDERBID BDDEINRU to bid lower than [v UNDERBID, -DDING, -S] 

UNDERBUD BDDENRUU to bud from beneath [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 
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UNDERBUY BDENRUUY to buy at lower price than [v -BOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

UNDERCUT CDENRTUU to cut under [v UNDERCUT, -TTING, -S] 

UNDERDOG DDEGNORU one who is expected to lose [n -S] 

UNDEREAT ADEENRTU to eat insufficient amount [v -RATE, -EN, -ING, -S] 

UNDERFED DDEEFNRU fed insufficient amount [adj] / UNDERFEED, to feed insufficient amount [v] 

UNDERFUR DEFNRRUU thick, soft fur beneath outer coat of certain mammals [n -S] 

UNDERGOD DDEGNORU lesser god [n -S] 

UNDERJAW ADEJNRUW lower jaw [n -S] 

UNDERLAP ADELNPRU to extend partly under [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

UNDERLAY ADELNRUY UNDERLIE, to lie under [v] / to place under [v -LAID, -ING, -S] 

UNDERLET DEELNRTU to lease at less than usual value [v UNDERLET, -TTING, -S] 

UNDERLIE DEEILNRU to lie under [v -LAIN, -LAY, -LYING, -S] 

UNDERLIP DEILNPRU lower lip [n -S] 

UNDERLIT DEILNRTU lacking adequate light [adj] 

UNDERMAN ADEMNNRU to fail to provide with enough workers [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

UNDERPAD ADDENPRU layer of soft foam laid under carpeting [n -S] 

UNDERPAY ADENPRUY to pay less than is deserved [v -AID, -ING, -S] 

UNDERPIN DEINNPRU to support from below [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

UNDERRUN DENNRRUU to pass or extend under [v -RRAN, -NNING, -S] 

UNDERSEA ADEENRSU beneath surface of sea [adv] 

UNDERSET DEENRSTU to place under something [v -TTING, -S] 

UNDERSOW DENORSUW to sow land already seeded with later-growing crop [v -ED, -N,  -ING, -S] 

UNDERTAX ADENRTUX to tax less than usual amount [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNDERTOW DENORTUW seaward pull of receding waves breaking on shore [n -S] 

UNDERUSE DEENRSUU to use less than fully [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UNDERWAY ADENRUWY in progress [adv] 

UNDEVOUT DENOTUUV not devout (pious (marked by religious reverence)) [adj] 

UNDIMMED DDEIMMNU not dimmed (to make dim) [adj] 

UNDOABLE ABDELNOU not doable (able to be done) [adj] 

UNDOCILE CDEILNOU not docile (easily trained) [adj] 

UNDOCKED CDDEKNOU UNDOCK, to move away from dock [v] 

UNDOTTED DDENOTTU not dotted (to cover with dots (tiny round marks)) [adj] 

UNDOUBLE BDELNOUU to unfold (to open something that is folded) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNDREAMT ADEMNRTU not dreamt (to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep)) [adj] 

UNDUBBED BBDDENUU not dubbed (to confer knighthood on) [adj] 

UNDULANT ADLNNTUU undulating [adj] 

UNDULATE ADELNTUU to move with wavelike motion [v -D, -TING, -S] 

UNDULLED DDELLNUU not dulled (to make less sharp) [adj] 

UNDULOUS DLNOSUUU undulating [adj] 

UNENDING DEGINNNU not ending (to terminate) [adj] 

UNFONDLY DFLNNOUY not fondly (in fond (having affection (fond attachment, devotion, or love)) manner) [adv] 

UNFUNDED DDEFNNUU not funded (to provide money for) [adj] 

UNHANDED ADDEHNNU UNHAND, to remove hand from [v] 

UNKINDER DEIKNNRU UNKIND, not kind (having gentle, giving nature) [adj] 

UNKINDLY DIKLNNUY not kindly [adv -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNMENDED DDEEMNNU not mended (to repair (to restore to good condition)) [adj] 
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UNTENDED DDEENNTU not tended (to be disposed or inclined) [adj] 

UNTRENDY DENNRTUY not trendy (very fashionable) [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

UNWINDER DEINNRUW one that unwinds (to reverse winding of) [n -S] 

UPENDING DEGINNPU UPEND, to set or stand on end [v] 

UPLANDER ADELNPRU inhabitant of upland [n -S] 

VANDALIC AACDILNV VANDAL, one who willfully destroys or defaces property [adj] 

VANDYKED ADDEKNVY VANDYKE, short, pointed beard [adj] 

VENDABLE ABDEELNV vendible (salable article) [n -S] 

VENDETTA ADEENTTV feud between two families [n -S] 

VENDEUSE DEEENSUV saleswoman [n -S] 

VENDIBLE BDEEILNV salable article [n -S] 

VENDIBLY BDEILNVY salably (capable of being or fit to be sold) [adv] 

VERANDAH AADEHNRV veranda (type of porch (covered structure at entrance to building)) [n -S] 

VILIPEND DEIILNPV to vilify (to defame (to attack good name of)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

VINDALOO ADILNOOV curried dish made with meat, garlic, and wine [n -S] 

WAHCONDA AACDHNOW wakanda (supernatural force in Sioux beliefs) [n -S] 

WANDERED ADDEENRW WANDER, to move about with no destination or purpose [v] 

WANDERER ADEENRRW one that wanders (to move about with no destination or purpose) [n -S] 

WANDEROO ADENOORW Asian monkey [n -S] 

WINDABLE ABDEILNW WIND, to pass around object or fixed center [adj] 

WINDBELL BDEILLNW light bell that can be sounded by wind [n -S] 

WINDBURN BDINNRUW to be affected with skin irritation caused by exposure to wind [v -ED, -T,  -ING, -S] 

WINDFALL ADFILLNW sudden and unexpected gain [n -S] 

WINDFLAW ADFILNWW gust of wind [n -S] 

WINDGALL ADGILLNW swelling on horse's leg [n -S] 

WINDIEST DEIINSTW WINDY, marked by strong wind [adj] 

WINDLASS ADILNSSW to raise with windlass (hoisting machine) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

WINDLESS DEILNSSW being without wind [adj] 

WINDLING DGIILNNW bundle of straw [n -S] / WINDLE, to wind (to pass around object or fixed center) [v] 

WINDLOAD ADDILNOW force exerted by wind on structure [n -S] 

WINDMILL DIILLMNW to rotate solely under force of passing airstream [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WINDOWED DDEINOWW WINDOW, to provide with window (opening in wall to admit light and air) [v] 

WINDPACK ACDIKNPW snow that has been compacted by wind [n -S] 

WINDPIPE DEIINPPW trachea (passage for conveying air to lungs) [n -S] 

WINDSAIL ADIILNSW funnel of sailcloth used to convey air down into lower parts of ship [n -S] 

WINDSLAB ABDILNSW crust formed on soft snow by wind [n -S] 

WINDSOCK CDIKNOSW device used to indicate wind direction [n -S] 

WINDSURF DFINRSUW to sail on sailboard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WINDWARD ADDINRWW direction from which wind blows [n -S] 

WONDERED DDEENORW WONDER, to have feeling of curiosity or doubt [v] 

WONDERER DEENORRW one that wonders (to have feeling of curiosity or doubt) [n -S] 

WONDROUS DNOORSUW marvelous [adj] 

WOUNDING DGINNOUW WOUND, WIND, to pass around object or fixed center [v] 

ZAMINDAR AADIMNRZ tax collector in precolonial India [n -S] 

ZEMINDAR ADEIMNRZ zamindar (tax collector in precolonial India) [n -S] 
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ADHEREND ADDEEHNR surface to which adhesive adheres [n -S] 

AIRBOUND ABDINORU stopped up by air [adj] 

BACKBEND ABBCDEKN acrobatic feat [n -S] 

BACKHAND AABCDHKN to strike with back of hand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKLAND AABCDKLN region remote from cities [n -S] 

BACKWIND ABCDIKNW to deflect airflow into back of sail [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BAREHAND AABDEHNR to catch with bare hand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDSTAND ABDDENST table next to bed [n -S] 

BEFRIEND BDEEFINR to act as friend to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BROWBAND ABBDNORW band designed to cross forehead [n -S] 

BUSHLAND ABDHLNSU unsettled forest land [n -S] 

CABSTAND AABCDNST place where cabs await hire [n -S] 

CLUBHAND ABCDHLNU deformed hand [n -S] 

CLUBLAND ABCDLLNU area having many nightclubs [n -S] 

COATTEND ACDENOTT to attend together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COEXTEND CDEENOTX to extend through same space or time as another [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPOUND CDMNOOPU to add to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONFOUND CDFNNOOU to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CROPLAND ACDLNOPR farmland (cultivated land) [n -S] 

DECKHAND ACDDEHKN seaman who performs manual duties [n -S] 

DISBOUND BDDINOSU not having binding [adj] 

DIVIDEND DDDEIINV quantity to be divided [n -S] 

DOCKHAND ACDDHKNO docker (dock worker) [n -S] 

DOCKLAND ACDDKLNO part of port occupied by docks [n -S] 

DOWNLAND ADDLNNOW rolling treeless upland [n -S] 

DOWNWIND DDINNOWW in direction that wind blows [adv] 

DUMFOUND DDFMNOUU to astonish (to fill with sudden wonder or surprise) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DUNELAND ADDELNNU area having many dunes [n -S] 

ELKHOUND DEHKLNOU hunting dog [n -S] 

EUROLAND ADELNORU eurozone (area formed by countries using euro) [n -S] 

FAHLBAND AABDFHLN band or stratum of rock impregnated with metallic sulfides [n -S] 

FARMHAND AADFHMNR farm laborer [n -S] 

FARMLAND AADFLMNR cultivated land [n -S] 

FILMLAND ADFILLMN filmdom (motion-picture industry) [n -S] 

FISHPOND DFHINOPS pond abounding in edible fish [n -S] 

FLATLAND AADFLLNT land lacking significant variation in elevation [n -S] 

FOGBOUND BDFGNOOU surrounded by fog [adj] 

FOODLAND ADDFLNOO land for production of food [n -S] 

FOREFEND DEEFFNOR to forfend (to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FOREHAND ADEFHNOR type of tennis stroke [n -S] 

FORELAND ADEFLNOR projecting mass of land [n -S] 

FOXHOUND DFHNOOUX hunting dog [n -S] 

FREEHAND ADEEFHNR drawn by hand without mechanical aids [adj] 

FURIBUND BDFINRUU furious (extremely angry) [adj] 

GANGLAND AADGGLNN criminal underworld [n -S] 
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GEEPOUND DEEGNOPU unit of mass [n -S] 

GOURMAND ADGMNORU one who loves to eat [n -S] 

GRADUAND AADDGNRU one who is about to graduate [n -S] 

HAIRBAND AABDHINR headband (band worn on head) [n -S] 

HEADBAND AABDDEHN band worn on head [n -S] 

HEADLAND AADDEHLN cliff (high, steep face of rock) [n -S] 

HEADPOND ADDEHNOP pond created behind dam [n -S] 

HEADWIND ADDEHINW oncoming wind [n -S] 

HIGHLAND ADGHHILN elevated region [n -S] 

HIVEMIND DEHIIMNV group's collective ideas [n -S] 

HOMELAND ADEHLMNO one's native land [n -S] 

HONORAND ADHNNOOR honoree (one that receives honor) [n -S] 

INFECUND CDEFINNU barren (unproductive (not productive)) [adj] 

INGROUND DGINNORU built into ground [adj] 

INKSTAND ADIKNNST inkwell (small container for ink) [n -S] 

KEESHOND DEEHKNOS small, heavy-coated dog [n -EN, -S] 

LAKELAND AADEKLLN area with many lakes [n -S] 

LONGHAND ADGHLNNO ordinary handwriting [n -S] 

MAINLAND AADILMNN principal land mass [n -S] 

MAXIMAND AADIMMNX something that is to be maximized [n -S] 

MILLPOND DILLMNOP pond for supplying water to run mill wheel (type of waterwheel) [n -S] 

MISBRAND ABDIMNRS to brand (to mark with hot iron) incorrectly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISSOUND DIMNOSSU to sound wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISSPEND DEIMNPSS to spend wrongly [v -NT, -ING, -S] 

MOORLAND ADLMNOOR tract of marshy land [n -S] 

MORIBUND BDIMNORU being about to die [adj] 

NECKBAND ABCDEKNN band worn around neck (part of body joining head to trunk) [n -S] 

NEWFOUND DEFNNOUW newly found [adj] 

NONBRAND ABDNNNOR lacking brand name [adj] 

NOSEBAND ABDENNOS part of horse's bridle [n -S] 

ORDINAND ADDINNOR person about to be ordained [n -S] 

OUTBOUND BDNOOTUU outward bound [adj] 

OUTSPEND DENOPSTU to exceed limits of in spending [v -NT, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTAND ADNOSTTU to endure beyond [v -TOOD, -ING, -S] 

OVERFOND DEFNOORV too fond or affectionate [adj] 

OVERFUND DEFNORUV to fund more than required [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHAND ADEHNORV to sew with short, vertical stitches [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERKIND DEIKNORV too kind [adj] 

OVERLAND ADELNORV train or stagecoach that travels over land [n -S] 

OVERLEND DEELNORV to lend too much [v -NT, -ING, -S] 

OVERWIND DEINORVW to wind too much, as watch [v -ED, -WOUND,  -ING, -S] 

PARKLAND AADKLNPR grassland region with isolated or grouped trees [n -S] 

PASSBAND AABDNPSS frequency band that permits transmission with maximum efficiency [n -S] 

PEATLAND AADELNPT land consisting mostly of peat [n -S] 

PINELAND ADEILNNP land forested with pine [n -S] 

PLAYLAND AADLLNPY recreational area [n -S] 
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PLOWLAND ADLLNOPW land suitable for cultivation [n -S] 

POTBOUND BDNOOPTU having grown too large for its container [adj] 

PRESCIND CDEINPRS to consider separately [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROFOUND DFNOOPRU intellectually deep and penetrating [adj -ER, -EST] / something that is very deep [n -S] 

PROPOUND DNOOPPRU to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PUDIBUND BDDINPUU prudish (marked by prudery) [adj] 

PURBLIND BDILNPRU partially blind [adj] 

RADICAND AACDDINR quantity in mathematics [n -S] 

RAINBAND AABDINNR dark band in solar spectrum [n -S] 

REASCEND ACDEENRS to ascend again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDEMAND ADDEEMNR to demand again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REOFFEND DEEFFNOR to offend again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPETEND DEEENPRT phrase or sound that is repeated [n -S] 

REREMIND DEEIMNRR to remind again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REVEREND DEEENRRV clergyman [n -S] 

RUBICUND BCDINRUU ruddy (having healthy, reddish color) [adj] 

RUNROUND DNNORRUU evasive action [n -S] 

SARABAND AAABDNRS stately Spanish dance [n -S] 

SCABLAND AABCDLNS rocky land with little soil cover [n -S] 

SHETLAND ADEHLNST wool yarn [n -S] 

SIDEBAND ABDDEINS band of radio frequencies [n -S] 

SNOWLAND ADLNNOSW area marked by great amount of snow [n -S] 

SUBTREND BDENRSTU subordinate trend [n -S] 

TAILWIND ADIILNTW wind coming from behind moving vehicle [n -S] 

TAMARIND AADIMNRT tropical tree [n -S] 

THOUSAND ADHNOSTU number [n -S] 

TIDELAND ADDEILNT land alternately covered and uncovered by tide [n -S] 

UNFRIEND DEFINNRU to defriend (to remove (person's name) from list of friends) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNGROUND DGNNORUU not ground (to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction) [adj] 

VAGABOND AABDGNOV to live like vagabond (vagrant) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

VERECUND CDEENRUV shy (timid (lacking courage or self-confidence)) [adj] 

WAVEBAND AABDENVW range of radio frequencies [n -S] 

WIDEBAND ABDDEINW operating over wide band of frequencies [adj] 

WILDLAND ADDILLNW uncultivated land [n -S] 

WOODBIND BDDINOOW woodbine (European shrub) [n -S] 

WOODLAND ADDLNOOW land covered with trees [n -S] 

WOODWIND DDINOOWW musical wind instrument [n -S] 

YARDLAND AADDLNRY old English unit of land measure [n -S] 

YARDWAND AADDNRWY measuring stick [n -S] 

 


